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6
DTFE & Cosmic Flows:

Tessellation Interpolation and
Reconstruction of Cosmic Velocity

Fields

E. Romano-Dı́az, W. E. Schaap & R. van de Weygaert.

D tessellations have proven to be a powerful tool for the interpolation of a discrete number
of field values to a fully volume-covering and continuous field estimate (Bernardeau & van de

Weygaert 1996; Schaap & van de Weygaert 2000). In this chapter, we have applied the Delaunay Tes-
sellation Field Estimator method [DTFE] to a set of simulations of the cosmic structure formation to
obtain continuous, space-covering and volume-weighted peculiar velocity field from a discrete pecu-
liar velocity field sample. The procedure is based upon the determination of the values of the (constant)
velocity gradients in each Delaunay tetrahedron from the four known velocities at its vertices. Velocity
values at any given point are then computed by a linear interpolation procedure. This method is an
improvement over conventional interpolation methods in the sense that one can get fully-covering ve-
locity fields without the use of artificial smoothing procedures, and hence without loosing information
at small scales. The method is fully self-adaptive and suppresses shot-noise effects. The velocity-
gradient matrix allows to compute velocity-related quantities such as the velocity divergence, shear
and vorticity. The estimated quantities are volume-weighted and volume-covering, allowing a direct
comparison with theoretical predictions. We have found that the density-velocity divergence relation
estimated with our method reproduces the analytical perturbation results at least up to second order.
Based on an analysis of the kinematics of voids, we have been able of compute a lower limit for the
matter density parameter Ωm, which is in good agreement with the imposed value on the simulation.
Maps of the velocity-related quantities and density fields are shown to elucidate the dynamical state of
the cosmic volume. We also analyze errors introduced by the interpolation procedure and method and
suggest solutions for a general improvement of the method.
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6.1 Introduction

The peculiar velocity flow on cosmological scales provides important information on the formation and
evolution of structures in the Universe, it supplies direct information on the dynamics of the universe
on scales of more than few Megaparsecs.

In general, the peculiar velocity field is only known at a discrete set of points. In the case of
N−body simulations this set corresponds to particle positions. In the case of observational data to
galaxy positions. Within the Gravitational Instability scenario of structure formation the present large
scale structure is the result of tiny fluctuations in the primordial density field that were amplified via
gravity (Peebles 1980). This primeval density field is assumed to be Gaussian. Due to gravitational
interactions the actual density field is not longer Gaussian. Once regions surpassed a given density
threshold they collapse and virialize, attaining high-density excesses. Low-density regions expand and
empty asymptotically reaching a density deficit δ ≈ −1. Therefore, the actual matter distribution is not
distributed uniformly, but it is very skewed (at least on scales less than 200 h−1Mpc). As a consequence
the N−body or observed velocity field, which is traced by galaxies residing in the high-density regions,
is sampled very non-uniformly. Often, for a balanced view and proper statistical evaluation of a field a
uniformly sample dataset is necessary. In principle, an alternative to the use of the Lagrangian character
of N−body codes to simulate the evolution of cosmic density fields is the use of an Eulerian code, often
used for solving fluid systems. A notable example for a gravitationally evolving cosmology system
whose evolution is followed by such a code, can be found in Peebles (1987). A different approach
within the context of Lagrangian systems is to interpolate the discrete velocities into a regular grid
via any known interpolation method. With this approach one sometimes needs to make use of large
grid sizes in order to obtain a fully volume-covering velocity field and to overcome the problems of
sparsely sampled data. This implies the lost of resolution at the high-density regions. In some cases a
smoothing procedure is still needed in order to recover a volume-covering velocity field.

Because of the limited nature of the discrete samples it is often of crucial importance to use as much
of the relevant information which is present in the data as possible. Bernardeau & van de Weygaert
(1996, BW96, hereafter) have shown than in the case of the velocity field conventional reconstruc-
tions methods are unable of recovering this field accurately over its whole range of values at both low
and large values. They introduced tessellation based methods (the Voronoi and Delaunay tessellation
methods) to fully recover volume-covering and volume-weighted velocity fields. While they explic-
itly showed that the zeroth-order Voronoi estimator is the asymptotic limit for volume-weighted field
reconstructions from discretely sampled field values, they showed the better performance of the first-
order Delaunay estimator in reproducing analytical predictions. In particular they focussed on testing
the validity of the second order perturbative approximation of the velocity divergence-density relation
(Bernardeau 1992).

Based on the work by BW96, Schaap & van de Weygaert (2000, SW00, hereafter) and Schaap
(2005, S05, hereafter) developed a reconstruction scheme based on the geometrical concept of the De-
launay tessellations (Delaunay 1934), the Delaunay Tessellation Field Estimator [DTFE]. The method
enables a natural, unbias and volume-covering reconstruction of the density or intensity field from the
sampling point set. The method is self-adaptive and does not make use of any artificial smoothing
procedure. Delaunay-based reconstruction scheme would also be a natural choice for other kind of
fields, and were in fact first designed to process discretely sample velocity fields (BW96). Schaap
(2005) also showed the main differences and advantages of DTFE with respect to grid-based schemes
and SPH-like (adaptive) methods (see also Pelupessy et al. 2003).

S05 discussed to great extent why conventional density field reconstruction methods have impor-
tant shortcomings for studies of the large scale matter distribution. These methods are unable to accu-
rately describe a point distribution with a large dynamic range in terms of spatial densities and scales.
Furthermore, they also fail in describing highly anisotropic structures, which are a common element
of the large scale matter distribution. These effects are a consequence of the use of smoothing kernels
(filtering functions) from such interpolation methods. Reconstruction methods of dynamical fields
such as peculiar velocity fields are closely related to methods for reconstructing density or intensity
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fields. These methods also make use of smoothing kernels whose parameters have to be subjectively
pre-defined by the user. Therefore, similar problems, as occur in the density field reconstruction, are
expected to appear.

In the present chapter we elaborate on the defining work of BW96 and expand the DTFE method
toward a reconstruction/tessellation interpolation scheme of discretely sampled cosmic velocity fields
from cosmological N−body simulations. The method is based upon the computation of the velocity
field gradient matrix. Thus, it allows studies over the velocity divergence, shear and vorticity of the ve-
locity field. These velocity related quantities will automatically acquire the characteristics given by the
DTFE approach. We will assess the resulting spatial and statistical characteristics of the reconstructed
velocity fields, including the various aspects of velocity gradient field quantities. Subsequently, we
combine these DTFE velocity fields with the DTFE density field reconstruction method to develop a
scheme for inferring information on the dynamical evolution of the cosmic structure formation process.
In this, we explicitly concentrate/illustrate on the density-velocity divergence relation. Suggestions for
further expansion of the method will be also discussed.

Because cosmic density and peculiar velocity fields are measured at the galaxy positions, such
fields are then mass-weighted. Most analytical relations concern volume-weighted quantities. In ad-
dition, the a priori unknown bias between dark matter and baryonic matter difficult even more the
comparison between measured estimates and theoretical values. It is therefore desirable to use con-
tinuous volume-weighted velocity fields, with uniform full-coverage sampling. This characteristic is
mainly needed at those regions where the density contrast is less than zero, i.e. voids. These regions,
severely affected by Poisson noise, enclose relevant dynamical information, e.g. Dekel & Rees (1994)
used voids to constraint a lower limit of Ωm, the cosmological density parameter.

Within linear theory, the velocity (v) and mass-density fluctuation (δ) fields are related via,

∇ ·v(x) = −H0 f (Ωm,Λ) δ(x) , (6.1)

where H0 is the Hubble parameter, and the function f can be approximated by f (Ωm,Λ)≈Ω0.6
m (Peebles

1980). On the other hand, a strong correlation between the galaxy density (δg) and velocity divergence
fields has been found in observational data analysis (e.g. Hudson et al. 1995; Sigad et al. 1998; Dekel
et al. 1999). It is assumed that the galaxy density fluctuation field is related to the mass density one
via a linear bias factor b, δgal = b δmat. However, in order to obtain such correlation a smoothing
procedure with a large kernel size (RG = 1000−1200 km s−1) appeared to be necessary for obtaining
the linearizing needed, and to reduce distance estimation errors and shot-noise. In the non-linear
regime the relation between δ and v is less trivial. Nonetheless, Bernardeau et al. (1997) used the
Voronoi and Delaunay methods of BW96 to show the validity of Perturbative Theory. The moments
of the Probability Distribution Function of the local smoothed velocity divergence strongly depend on
Ωm in the quasi-linear regime. Even more, this dependence does not involve the possible bias between
the galaxy density field and the underlying mass density field. In this way, by using these tessellation
techniques it is possible to get bias-independent values of Ωm based on reliable determinations of the
velocity divergence probability distribution function.

The use of these type of tessellations has been widely exploited in other sciences like geophysics,
computing imaging, material sciences, etc. (see Okabe et al. 2000, for a review). The DTFE algo-
rithm as a linear multidimensional field interpolation scheme may be regarded as a first-order version
of the natural neighbouring algorithm for spatial interpolation (see Okabe et al. 2000). The use of
Delaunay tessellations for solving hydrodynamical equations and in general as self-adaptive grids for
solving partial differential equations has been particularly impressive (see Braun & Sambridge 1994;
Whitehurst 1995).

The chapter is structured as follows. We first discuss the differences between the mass-weighted
and volume-weighted quantities. Then we review traditional velocity interpolation methods and ana-
lyze their performance at different resolutions. The DTFE method for the peculiar velocities is intro-
duced in the following section. In section 5 we analyze the performance of the method at linear, quasi
and non-linear regions and discuss sources of errors and possible solutions. In sections 6 and 7 we
analyze the velocity divergence probability distribution function and its implications in calculating the
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matter density parameter Ωm. The density-velocity divergence relation and its time evolution is ana-
lyzed in section 8, and the reconstruction of the density field from the velocity divergence is presented
in section 9. The shear and vorticity are investigated in Section 10, and finally the conclusions are
presented in Section 11.

6.2 Reconstructing continuous fields from discrete fields

When one seeks to obtain reliable estimates of statistical parameters from a given observed or
computer-simulated field (e.g. density, velocity or intensity fields), one faces the problem of dealing
with discrete, non-uniform fields. This discreteness forms a major technical obstacle for a successful
comparison with theoretical predictions. Analytical/theoretical predictions often concern quantities
evaluated uniformly throughout a cosmic volume, while observed or simulated results are biased to-
ward the measured particle (matter) distribution.

The usual strategy to deal with such discrete data sets is to smooth them with a filter to yield a
continuous field. In the case of the peculiar velocity field several authors (e.g. Bertschinger et al.
1990; Juszkiewicz et al. 1995; Lokas et al. 1995; Branchini et al. 1999) filtered galaxy velocities with
a Gaussian kernel of a fixed length for reducing problems of noisy data, sparsely sampled underdense
regions and to obtain the velocity field on a regular grid. The POTENT method (Bertschinger & Dekel
1989; Dekel et al. 1990, 1999) applied to the Mark III catalog of peculiar velocities (Willick et al.
1997a) needs a Gaussian smoothing of 10−12 h−1Mpc in order to overcome the previously mentioned
problems. If one is interested in performing studies concerning only the large scale structure of the
universe such methods provide good estimates. Nevertheless, when one is interested in studying both
the large and small scale regimes at once, such methods are not very appropriate. The use of such
kernels erases the small scale signal. At sparsely sampled regions field estimates get tunned to obtain
unnatural values from better sampled high-density regions.

Often, without explicitly stating so, most smoothing procedures are implicitly mass-weighted. For-
mally, a mass-weighted field is defined as:

vmass(x0) ≡

∫
dxv(x)ρ(x)WM(x,x0)
∫

dxρ(x)WM(x,x0)
, (6.2)

where WM(x,x0) is the used filter function . Effectively WM determines the weight of a mass element.
Usually the filter function is not dependent on the location x0, but on the distance x−x0. The aim
of this procedure is to interpolate the velocity field values at random sampling locations to those at a
regular grid, weighing the contribution of each sampling point by the filter function value. When the
density field has been sampled discretely its effective density field is given by

ρ(x) =
∑

i

δD(x−xi) , (6.3)

where δD(x−xi) is the Dirac delta function. The resulting mass-weighted filtered field thus becomes

vmass(x0) =

∑

i

wiv(xi)

∑

i

wi

, (6.4)

where wi ≡ WM(xi,x0). it is not difficult to appreciate that straightforward and more conventional
schemes usually implicitly involve mass-weighted results (BW96). These type of interpolation meth-
ods cannot properly reproduce the large dynamic range present in the cosmic matter distribution, eras-
ing mainly small-scale features. The 1-point distribution function of velocity quantities is therefore
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shifted to higher values. Because analytical results involving two fluctuation fields, ρ(x) and f (x), are
more cumbersome to evaluate, most theoretical work relates to the simpler volume−weighted filtered
quantities. The volume-weighted velocity field ṽ is given by

ṽ(x0) ≡

∫
dx v(x)WV(x,x0)
∫

dx WV (x,x0)
, (6.5)

where WV (x,x0) is the applied weight function. Hence, for a successful comparison of the analytical
results with the observed ones, and for a full space determination of the desired quantities, it is of
crucial importance to have a reliable estimator of volume-average quantities. The problem turns now
to produce a realistic and very accurate interpolation from a sparsely sampled velocity field to the
whole sampling volume (regular grid) without loosing information at any scale and without restricting
themselves to estimates at a finite number of positions.

BW96 proposed the use of Voronoi and Delaunay tessellations as natural filters and interpolation
volumes in multi-D space. They showed that their implementations were capable of probing accurately
the velocity field statistics even at regions of low-density, and of utmost importance that these methods
provide an optimal estimator for determining the statistics of volume-weighted quantities.

6.3 Conventional interpolation schemes

Several methods have been proposed with the purpose of reconstructing from a discrete set of points a
volume-covering field. We can divide these methods into three main groups. The first group is that of
the grid-based schemes, also known as Eulerian type, in which the desired field estimates (e.g. density,
intensity, velocities, temperatures) are confined to a set of locations defined on a fixed and regular grid,
which in principle is defined independently from the point distribution itself. In cosmology these grids
are usually regular but various other options are applied depending on the system under consideration.
Their main limitation is that their spatial resolution is fixed by the cell size. This limitation is quite
severe in cosmology, since many relevant physical processes appear to happen over a range of scales,
so that once a gridsize has been defined effective smoothing over the Eulerian cell size usually erases
important information about the physical conditions at small scales.

The second group is formed by the Lagrangian scheme1, in which the locations of the interpolation
are confined to or defined by the point distribution itself. Of this type, the “SPH-type” schemes are
the best known in astronomy. The latter refers to the abundantly used Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics
technique (Lucy 1977; Gingold & Monaghan 1977) to follow the hydrodynamical evolution of astro-
physical systems. The main difference between Lagrangian and Eulerian methods is the fact that the
former is not restricted to a specific geometry because it does not make use of a mesh. Instead, it
follows the trajectories of the displacing matter aggregating into the high-density regions and ideally
with an unlimited spatial resolution. In practice, this is not possible and one has to make use of a
“softening length”. Although, this is usually much smaller than the cell size of an Eulerian scheme.
Therefore the spatial resolution of the Lagrangian technique can be significantly higher. However, the
main difficulty of this technique is that it relies on stochastic arguments which means that it yields only
approximate solutions at a given spatial position.

A third class seeks to combine the virtues of Lagrangian and Eulerian methods. These were first
introduced by Noh (1964) and referred as arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian [ALE] methods. This tech-
nique incorporates the high resolution of the Lagrangian scheme by letting a grid to move along with
the system, combined with the Eulerian scheme for computing the physical state of the system within
each of the resulting distorted grid cells. Although as yet reluctantly applied in cosmology, there are
some noteworthy promising efforts (e.g. Gnedin 1995; Xu 1997; Pen 1998).

1Paradoxically, the “Lagrangian” formulation is in fact also due to Euler (1759), who employed this formalism in a letter to
Lagrange. Lagrange (1762) used these ideas without crediting Euler.
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For the purpose of merely providing a comparison, we restrict ourselves to a grid-scheme as a
representative interpolation algorithm. All other Eulerian grid-based methods perform in a similar
way. For a general revision of the performance of several grid and Lagrangian methods we refer the
reader to Hockney & Eastwood (1988) and S05, and for comparisons of the methods and their use in
N−body cosmological simulations to Kang et al. (1994) and Bertschinger (1998).

6.3.1 Eulerian grid-based interpolation scheme

The most common methods are the grid-based methods, in which one calculates the desired field
quantity (e.g. density, velocities, temperature) at a set of locations defined on a regular grid. The value
of each particle is spread over the grid in accordance with a particular weighting function W, leading
to a relation of the form (Hockney & Eastwood 1988; Efstathiou et al. 1985)

f̂
( n

M

)
=

M3

N

N∑

i=1

fiW
(
xi−

n
M

)
, (6.6)

where M is the number of grid cells along one dimension, N is the total number of particles in the
volume, n = (nx,ny,nz) denotes the center of each grid cell, xi is the position vector of the ith particle
and fi its corresponding value to be interpolated. The units are such that the volume of the cube is
equal to unity. The quantity W defines the weighting scheme used to assign the value to the mesh
points (smoothing kernel). The choice of W is set by the wish of the resulting interpolated field has
the desired resolution and smoothness. A common choice for the grid size is such that on average
each grid cell contains at least one particle. There is a large variety of possible schemes, their shape
and scale defined by the weighting function. Here we will specifically employ the Triangular-Shaped
Cloud [TSC] interpolation scheme, one of the most popular and most commonly used methods.

6.3.1.1 Triangular Shaped Cloud [TSC] method:

The TSC method is described in the Appendix 6.A. Here we will only concentrate in the main char-
acteristics and results from this method. The TSC scheme produces smooth fields which could not be
affected considerably by shot noise effects depending on the size of the grid cells at the cost of low
spatial resolution. On the other hand, if one desires a high resolution reconstruction there is the risk
that the particle density will on average be less than one particle per cell. When this happens, the
resulting interpolated field will be dominated by shot-noise.

In order to assure a fully volume-covering field with a grid-based method the usual procedure is
first interpolation, and second filtering with a specific kernel of particular scale to relate to analytical
predictions. After having defined the interpolated field on the grid points, the resulting field may
be applied to a host of processing steps to obtain the required information. The rigid non-adaptive
grid characteristic leads to a loss of information. In the case of the TSC scheme implies loosing
information in the interpolated field on scales smaller than the size of the TSC kernel or smoothing
radius. The anisotropic and caustic features present in the particle’s value distribution will therefore
not be recovered if their scale is smaller than the grid-cell size.

The problems besetting this particular method are not exclusive to it, but for all grid-based inter-
polation schemes. These problems are undesirable characteristics for computing full spatial covering
velocity fields. The need of having an interpolation scheme that can cope with modeling velocity flows
properly at both low and high density regions is highly desirable in order to be able to establish more
conclusive studies of the dynamics and the structure formation process in the universe.

Typical TSC reconstructions are presented in Figure 6.1. The left panel shows a discrete
N−body velocity field at the particle distribution in a slice of 1 h−1Mpc thickness. The slice presents
several common structures of a typical large scale structure region of the universe, i.e., a void located
at the top-right of the plot and another at the bottom-left, a cluster located almost at the centre, and
a filamentary structure at the low-right part. The contiguous two panels depict TSC interpolations of
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Figure 6.1 — Interpolated TSC Velocity field. The left panel shows the N−body velocities at the particle posi-
tions. The central panel refers to the TSC interpolated velocity field onto a 643 cubic grid. The right panel depicts
the same TSC interpolated field but onto a grid of 1283 grid cells.

the same discrete field at different spatial resolution. The central panel shows a low resolution inter-
polation with 64 cells per dimension, while the right panel a higher resolution map with 128 grid cells
per dimension. For the sake of clarity in visualizing both plots we have lowered their plotted density
resolution to a 1

4 of their original map resolution.
Clear differences can be distinguished between the two maps. The low resolution interpolation

assures full volume-coverage maps at the cost of smearing high density regions. Although the main
trend of the flows can be distinguished, many of the features visible on the particle velocities are
not recovered in the low-resolution interpolated map. Even though a trace of related shearing flow
is visible at the bottom-right part of the map, it is more than marginal. We can extract four crucial
observations from this map: (1) At high-density regions the interpolation smooths away interesting
velocity information because basically all the velocities within the grid-size are averaged. (2) Highly
crucial with respect to the ability to reproduce the 1-point velocity distribution function, at low-density
regions the sampling is so poor and sparse that there is no strong and significant signal in these regions
to be recovered. (3) The field estimates are beset by shot noise effects. Note that if one has less
than two or one particles within the kernel estimates of local bulk flow and/or velocity dispersion
would even not be possible anymore. (4) Cosmic velocity fields are much more quiet than density
fields. Hence, intrinsically features are less prominent and therefore, for the required contrast a better
sampling (high-resolution) is preferred at those regions where it is needed.

The high resolution map of Fig. 6.1 (right-hand panel) illustrates the second point. This map does
recover structures that the low-resolution map did not. The high density regions can be better noticed
in this map. The general flows resemble those from the discrete velocity map. Particularly noteworthy
are the low-density regions, devoid of any objects to base velocity interpolations upon. Here the high-
resolution TSC is unable to recover any significant information. A possible solution to circumvent
this problem is to apply a smoothing procedure in order to extrapolate information to those regions
where no information is available. However, the real cost of such operation would be to loose the high
sensitivity of the map, degrading it to an equivalent low resolution field.

6.4 The DTFE method: Velocity field tessellation-interpolation

The DTFE interpolation method (SW00, see also S05) was introduced for rendering fully volume-
covering and volume-weighted physical fields from a discrete set of sampled field values. The method
is self-adaptive and does not make use of any artificial smoothing procedure. It followed the pioneering
work by BW96 for using the Delaunay tessellation of the point set as a natural and self-adaptive
interpolation frame for recovering the continuous velocity field sampled by the velocities at those
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Figure 6.2 — DTFE reconstructed
density and velocity fields (contour im-
age and vector field respectively) from
the same discrete velocity field pre-
sented in Fig. 6.1.

points. SW00 and S05 extended this to the recovery of the density or intensity field when one assumes
it to be fairly sampled by the spatial point distribution. The later work by Schaap & van de Weygaert
(2003) showed the first results on the successful reproduction by DTFE of the physical and spatial
correlation between cosmic density and velocity fields in a large N−body simulation (see also S05).

The DTFE algorithm as a linear multidimensional field interpolation scheme is the linear first-order
version of the natural neighbouring algorithm for spatial interpolation (see Sibson 1981; Okabe et al.
2000). Related procedures have been implemented in a variety of other applied sciences. Success-
ful examples may be found in geophysics (see e.g. Braun & Sambridge 1994; Sambridge 1999) and
engineering mechanics (Sukumar 1998).

Following the work of BW96 and Schaap & van de Weygaert (2003), we apply the DTFE method
to reconstruct the full peculiar velocity field from a discrete set of velocities. The DTFE scheme is
based upon the minimal triangulation properties of Delaunay tessellations. For a first impression of the
method’s potential and capabilities see Figure 6.2. It illustrates a typical outcome of the reconstructed
DTFE density and velocity fields (contour image and vector field respectively) from the discretely
velocity field presented in Fig. 6.1.

In order to obtain full space-covering volume weighted peculiar velocities with the DTFE scheme
the following steps have to be carried out:

1. Construction of the Delaunay tessellation from the point distribution.

2. Calculation of the velocity gradient ∇̂ f | j in each Delaunay tetrahedron j by inversion on the
basis of the field values and positions of the tetrahedron vertices.

3. Processing. This may involve various operations. The most important ones are image recon-
struction and, subsequently, filtering. Image reconstruction consists of two steps:

(a) For a set of image points (usually grid points) determine in which Delaunay tetrahedra they
are located.

(b) By (linear) interpolation compute field values at each of these points, on the basis of one
vertex field value and computed gradient.
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This formalism ensures that the reconstructed velocity field will have the same properties as a
DTFE reconstructed density field (SW00, S05): it is volume-covering and continuous over the whole
sampled space. An important characteristic of the DTFE velocity method is that while a DTFE density
reconstruction requires a fair sampling of the underlying density field, a succesfull DTFE velocity field
interpolation does not demand it to be uniformly sampled.

The sequence of steps mentioned above is illustrated in Figure 6.4. In the following we will
describe each of these steps in some detail.

6.4.1 The Delaunay triangulation

The first step of the procedure involves the construction of the Delaunay tessellation of the point set,
defined by the set of measurement locations, galaxy position in an observational sample or simulation
particles. The Delaunay tessellation D(P) of a set point P is defined to be the tessellation consisting
of all the tetrahedra (in 3-Dimensional space) defined by four nuclei which circumscribing sphere is
empty in the sense that no nucleus of the generating set of nuclei should be inside the circumsphere
(Delaunay 1934). In 2-Dimensional space this concerns Delaunay triangles of three nuclei. Figure 6.3
illustrates a 2-Dimensional Delaunay triangulation (right panel) for a set of discrete random points (left
panel), where we have implemented continuous boundary conditions in the tessellation construction.
For further information see van de Weygaert (1991, 1994); Stoyan et al. (1995) and Okabe et al. (2000).

Figure 6.3 — 2-Dimensional
Delaunay triangulation (right
panel) of a discrete random
distribution of 70 points (left
panel).

The complete set of Delaunay tetrahedra forms a unique and volume covering framework of mutu-
ally disjoint cells as shown by Fig. 6.3 (see also S05). Note that the Delaunay tessellation is the dual of
the Voronoi tessellation. This intimate relationship indicated by the fact that the circumcentre of each
Delaunay tetrahedron is a vertex in the Voronoi tessellation. The Voronoi tessellation of a point set is
the division of space into mutually disjunct polyhedra, each polyhedron consisting of the part of space
closer to the defining point than any of the other points (Voronoi 1908). The minimal coverage charac-
teristics of the Delaunay tessellation imply it to be optimal for defining a network of multidimensional
interpolation intervals (BW96).

6.4.2 DTFE Reconstruction of the peculiar velocity field

Mathematically the Delaunay Tessellation Field Estimator [DTFE] interpolation procedure for pecu-
liar velocities can be formulated as follows: Let the value of a field f be known at a set of N irregularly
distributed discrete locations xi. Let the corresponding Delaunay tessellation consist of NT Delaunay
hypertriangles. The field value f (x) at location x may then be found by first identifying the Delaunay
hypertriangle j inside which x lies. Let this tetrahedron consist of the (D+ 1) vertices x0,x1, . . . ,xD,
in which D is the dimension of the space. Then the value of the function f at location x is defined as
follows:

f̂ (x) = f (x0)+ ∇̂ f | j · (x−x0) , (6.7)
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in which ∇̂ f is the estimated constant field gradient within the tetrahedron. Given the (D+ 1) field
values, f (x0), f (x1), . . . , f (xD), the value of the D components of ∇̂ f can be computed straightforwardly
by evaluating Eqn. 6.7 for each of the D points x1, . . . ,xD

f (xi) = f (x0)+ ∇̂ f | j · (xi−x0), i = 1, . . . ,D . (6.8)

In the interior of each tetrahedra each of the velocity gradients ∂vi/∂xi has one particular constant
value, which is determined by the value of the function f at the locations xi of its four vertices (three
in 2D) (BW96).

Therefore the problem reduces to calculate the nine components of the velocity gradient ∂vi/∂xi

in each tetrahedron. They are determined from the location of each of the four vectors, x0,x1,x2,x3,
and the value of the velocity field at each of these locations, v0,v1,v2,v3. Defining the intervals
4xn,4yn,4zn and velocity differences 4vxn,4vyn,4vzn, for n = 1,2,3 as:

4xn ≡ xn− x0 , 4vxn ≡ vxn−vx0 ,

4yn ≡ yn− y0 , 4vyn ≡ vyn−vy0 , (6.9)

4zn ≡ zn− z0 , 4vzn ≡ vzn−vz0 ,

we obtain the following linear relations:

4vxn =
∂vx

∂x
4xn+

∂vx

∂y
4yn+

∂vx

∂z
4zn ,

4vyn =
∂vy

∂x
4xn+

∂vy

∂y
4yn+

∂vy

∂z
4zn , (6.10)

4vzn =
∂vz

∂x
4xn+

∂vz

∂y
4yn+

∂vz

∂z
4zn .

From these equations it can be inferred that the ∂vi/∂xi components can be calculated from:


∂xvx ∂yvx ∂zvx

∂xvy ∂yvy ∂zvy

∂xvz ∂yvz ∂zvz

 = A−1


4vx1 4vx2 4vx3

4vy1 4vy2 4vy3

4vz1 4vz2 4vz3

 , (6.11)

where we have used the convention ∂i = ∂/∂i, and i = x,y,z. A−1 is the inverse of the matrix:

A =


4x1 4y1 4z1

4x2 4y2 4z2

4x3 4y3 4z3

 . (6.12)

Note that the four points of the interpolation tetrahedron are both necessary and sufficient to fix the
value of each of the nine velocity gradient components.

6.4.3 The velocity-gradient matrix: divergence, shear and vorticity

When computing the full spatial peculiar velocity field we need to compute the nine elements of the
velocity gradient (see Sec. 6.4.2). By doing so, we retrieve the complete information derived from
the gradient matrix. Because this gradient matrix is composed by the partial spatial derivatives of the
velocity field, it is straightforward to compute any related derivative-velocity quantity. In particular,
as the velocity divergence ∇ ·v is the trace of the velocity-gradient matrix, shear σi j (with i, j = x,y,z)
its symmetric and traceless part and vorticity ωi j its antisymmetric part we may immediately infer the
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DTFE estimates for these quantities in each Delaunay tetrahedron in the following way:

∇ ·v =
(
∂vx

∂x
+
∂vy

∂y
+
∂vz

∂z

)
, (6.13)

σi j =
1
2

{
∂vi

∂x j
+
∂v j

∂xi

}
− 1

3
(∇ ·v)δi j , (6.14)

ωi j =
1
2

{
∂vi

∂x j
−
∂v j

∂xi

}
, (6.15)

where δi j represents the Kronecker delta pseudo-tensor, and the vorticity ωi j follows the usual defini-
tion (∇×v)k = εi jkωi j, with εi jk the Levi-Civita tensor.

This results in fully volume-covering reconstruction of the divergence, shear and vorticity fields.
However, notice that while the velocity field itself is continuous, its linear nature results in a discon-
tinuous velocity gradient because they are constant in each Delaunay tetrahedron.

6.4.4 DTFE velocity field procedure illustrated

The four steps enumerated in Section 6.4 to perform the DTFE reconstruction of the peculiar velocity
field are illustrated in Figure 6.4. The top-left panel presents a discrete velocity field. The length of
the arrows is proportional to the velocity amplitude of each object, and the arrows’ head indicate the
direction of the motions. It can be noticed that there is and emerging velocity flow from the right-left
corner of the box, which spans over the whole box. The field splits at almost the center of the box
and grows in amplitude towards the upper-right and bottom-left parts of the box, but it also continues
toward the upper-left corner. This velocity field gives the impression of a velocity shear pattern with the
largest stretching direction crossing the box from top-right to bottom-left corners. As a consequence of
this velocity pattern, the central part of the box presents a “transition” region between the two dominant
flows. We will proceed to describe and analyze the interpolation scheme in such figure.

From the locations of the sample points we construct its Delaunay tessellation (top-right panel).
The computed velocity gradient for each triangle is indicated in the middle panels. The gray scale in
both panels is proportional to the amplitude of the determinant of the velocity gradient matrix, and it
runs from black (maximum gradient amplitude) to white (minimum gradient amplitude). In the central-
left panel, a clear dark strip can be recognized running along the transition region. This belt-like zone
represents one of the areas where the gradient experiences maximum changes because of the domi-
nance of the two opposite maxima flow regions. The central-right panel represents the corresponding
Delaunay-surface of the gradient plot. The height of each point is given by its corresponding velocity
amplitude. The hyperboloid-like shape of the surface is determined by the velocity distribution, the
two maxima located at the two extremes of the cube and the minima points at the opposite extremes.
The middle part corresponds to the so-called transition region.

After the gradient matrix calculation, we proceed to do the image reconstruction. In this case on a
rectangular grid of 8 grid-cells per dimension as illustrated at the bottom-left panel (gray broken-line
grid). First, we identify where each of the grid points are located within the Delaunay tessellation, this
is illustrated by the hatched triangles in the panel. The interpolation of the velocity field follows the
linear prescription of Section 6.4.2. The bottom-right panel shows the outcome of the procedure. This
interpolated velocity field clearly displays the same characteristics as the input field: it recovers the
two maxima regions located at the opposite extremes and the low velocity region at the bottom-right
part of the box. Also note that due to the linear interpolation scheme, velocity information has been
recovered at the top-left part of the box where no data was available.

Although the method performs very well where the velocity flow presents a laminar behavior, the
interpolation scheme will not be valid at regions dominated by incoherent (virialized) motions. We
will address this point in more detail in Section 6.5.
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Figure 6.4 — DTFE velocity interpolation procedure. The top-right panel presents the Delaunay triangulation
of the discrete particle positions of the velocity field presented at the top-left panel. The central panels show the
velocity gradient computed for each triangle. The gray scale corresponds to the amplitude of the determinant of
the gradient matrix. The right-hand panel depicts the 3D representation of the gradient surface. The height of each
point corresponds to its velocity amplitude. The DTFE velocity field is estimated at the grid points indicated by
the gray-colored grid of the bottom-left panel by assuming a linear variation of the velocity field. The bottom-right
panel presents the outcome of the DTFE velocity interpolation procedure.
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6.4.5 Boundary conditions

An important practical issue for DTFE is that of the boundary conditions. The problem resides in
calculating velocity estimates at the border of the data point sample. If we confine the Delaunay
triangulation only within “natural” edges imposed by the data set, the reconstructed velocity field at
the edges will not be completely correct. In addition, its continuity’s characteristic at the edge might
also not be conserved. This is because the method will only consider the points within the tessellation.
In principle, points at the edge might not be dynamically related to each other leading to incorrect
velocity estimates at the edges. This situation is very common in surveys of galaxies whose edges are
defined by the selection criteria of the survey itself, mapping objects at the edges that might not be
dynamically bounded with the inner mapped matter distribution.

Possible solutions to overcome this edge problem are: cloning techniques, constrained realizations
and periodic boundary conditions. The first solution refers to draw random points at the edges of the
sample to assure the continuity condition within the field. These points should satisfy two conditions.
The first one is that the random distribution of “synthetic” objects should preserve the mean number
object density of the data. This technique is similar to the random cloning technique to fill the zone of
avoidance and unobserved regions when performing full sky-coverage surveys (Yahil et al. 1991). The
second condition is related to the velocities of these synthetic objects. The velocities assigned to these
points should follow the velocity distribution function imposed by the data. Although this solution will
preserve the continuity condition, velocity field estimates at the edges will not be totally reliable.

An even more advanced and consistent solution would try to make use of the existing correlations
in the field. Constrained Field Realizations [CR] (Bertschinger 1987; Hoffman & Ribak 1991; van de
Weygaert & Bertschinger 1996) offer a natural solution for this strategy. The use of the CR algorithm
is specifically of effectiveness in the immediate neighborhood. This is determined by the correlation
length of the field, and therefore be dependent upon the spatial scale. This procedure will assure that
the added field will be statistically consistent with the data field at the cost of making an implicit
assumption of a priori cosmological model used to describe the data. This procedure will certainly
improve the field estimates at the edges besides of giving the condition of periodicity. However, this
method has only been worked out on linear scales and under the assumption of the chosen cosmological
model (see Chapter 3). For processing observational data along these lines, the WF/CR procedure has
proved to be very successful (Zaroubi et al. 1995, 1999; Hoffman 2000, Chapter 3).

The periodic boundary conditions solution refers to consider the given point distribution sur-
rounded everywhere by the point distribution itself, just as in the case of cosmological N−body simu-
lations. In the present approach we have taken advantage of the periodic boundary conditions imposed
by the N−body experiment, and implemented this conditional into the procedure. However, this solu-
tion is not always feasible because if we want to apply this method to real data this conditional is not
longer valid.

6.5 Delaunay Velocity Fields: Performance

The main characteristics of the DTFE velocity scheme over the conventional methods are its self-
adaptiveness, completeness of volume coverage and dynamic range, together with the linear interpo-
lation scheme for velocities. These characteristics allow one to apply the method to a velocity field
composed by small and large scale features and to recover information at those regions devoid of
data. Also, the velocity method shares the property of DTFE of supressing shot-noise and yielding
volume-weighted estimates.

However, the interpolation scheme also present problems at given regions, in particular at high-
density regions where shell-crossing has occurred. At these regions the linear velocity interpolation
scheme is not completely valid anymore.

To get an idea of the method’s characteristics and the resulting velocity field reconstruction, we
analyze in this section how the DTFE velocity method performs at different density scenarios and
cosmic scales drawn from cosmic peculiar velocity fields of N−body simulations.
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6.5.1 N−body simulations

The N−body simulations needed to test the DTFE velocity scheme should be able to deal with a ve-
locity field composed by the “typical” structural elements present in the large scale structure of the
universe. These range from huge empty voids to mildly non-linear regions like filaments and non-
linear structures such as dense galaxy clusters. For the purpose of testing and illustrating this we have
performed a cosmological N−body simulation of structure formation. The simulation involves the
currently popular flat low-density cosmological model ΛCDM with ΩΛ = 0.7, Ωm = 0.3, h = 0.7 (mea-
sured in units of 100 km s−1 Mpc−1). The power spectrum normalized to the current value of σ8 = 1.
The simulation was performed in a cubic box of L = 100 h−1Mpc, with 643 particles. The linear Gaus-
sian initial conditions were computed on a cubic grid of 64 grid-cells per dimension. Particles were
displaced from their original grid position and initial velocities assigned according to the Zel’dovich
approximation (Zel’dovich 1970) at redshift z = 49. The evolution of the linear initial density and
velocity fields into the non-linear regime was carried out by means of the publicly available HYDRA
code (Couchman et al. 1995), with a force resolution of 128 grid-cells per dimension.

6.5.2 The virtues of DTFE velocity field

The virtues of the DTFE velocity method can be most clearly appreciated from a study of those regions
where the sampled density is relatively moderate or even low. These involve the low density void
regions as well as the mildly non-linear. But also at small scales where the method can trace the
infalling motions into high-density regions.

The top-right panel in Figure 6.5 presents a full DTFE velocity reconstruction from the discrete
velocity field at the top-left panel (same velocity field presented in Fig. 6.1). The field has been
interpolated onto a cubic grid of 128 grid-cells per dimension as in the TSC high-resolution plot. As
previously, we have decreased the plotted density resolution of the map to 1

4 of its original resolution.
The reconstructed DTFE velocity field retains the main characteristics of the input field. The high
density regions can be clearly recognized. In general the outline of the Megaparsec structures can be
easily recognized. Particularly outstanding is the performance of DTFE in regions where the sampling
is very poor. The contrast offered by grid-based methods could hardly be more stark.

The self-adaptiveness of the code improves substantially its spatial resolution, allowing it to re-
solve small scale features within the large scale ones. This method’s characteristics allows one to
produce high-resolution images without loosing spatial information as in the case of grid-based meth-
ods. Hence, if we zoom in on a denser region, we will be able to follow the related velocity flows, while
retaining the flow’s characteristics at underdense regions. The resolution of the method is determined
by the point distribution itself and not by the grid-size as in the case of grid-based methods.

In the zoomed panels of Fig. 6.5 (middle and lower rows) we have created a 5122 image of the areas
on which we zoomed in. These regions are indicated by dashed sub-boxes in the discrete velocity field.
For visualization purposes we again took a lower plotting density. The regions were chosen on behalf
of their density contrast and dynamical state, such that the four frames represent a reasonable variety
of cosmological structures. Each region has been framed and labeled according to these criteria: (a) a
void-like region located at the top-right of the box; (b) a filamentary structure at the bottom-left; (c) a
mildly non-linear region; (d) a collapsed and virialized clump. Each one of the corresponding zooms
are indicated by their respective letters.

In addition, we recover a 1-Dimensional profile along a particular line-of-sight through the sim-
ulation box. The velocity profiles and zoomed regions will be discussed together in the following
subsections in order to point out the benefits and problems of the DTFE method.

Figure 6.6 shows the reconstructed DTFE density and velocity fields for a slice covering a region
of 80× 5 h−1Mpc. We may recognize along the cut a variety of structures, a void, a filament and a
cluster. The central-top frame shows the discrete particle distribution along the cut. In the top frame,
the 2-Dimensional slice through the 3D DTFE density field is presented. The central frame presents the
corresponding discrete velocity field. The central-bottom frame shows the corresponding interpolated
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DTFE velocity field, and the lower frame the 2D amplitudes of the velocities. It is important to realize
that the DTFE slices cannot be compared directly with the discrete data points depicted because the
latter shows the projected particle distribution in a slice of a given thickness, while the DTFE fields
represent infinitesimal thin slices. Nevertheless all the structure patterns present in the discrete field
have a corresponding counterpart in its DTFE density and velocity fields. Clearly visible are the big
cluster, a filament, and two voids. One void is located between the cluster and filament, and the other
one to the most-left part of the plot. Each of these structures have an imprint in the velocity field. The
bold solid lines plotted along the discrete particle and velocity distribution and DTFE velocity field
indicate the line direction along which we have computed the DTFE density and velocity profiles. The
resulting density and velocity profiles are plotted in the bottom frame of the same figure, where only
the velocity component parallel to the direction of the cut is shown. The density scale is plotted on the
left ordinate, while the velocity scale on the right ordinate of the plot.

6.5.3 Reconstructed Delaunay velocity Fields: Problems

While the DTFE has many virtues, the method has its own limitations, specially at the core of high-
density regions. The linear interpolation scheme implies that the velocity field behaves as a laminar
flow, i.e., the field does not present turbulence. In other words, small-scale (virial) motions are domi-
nated by the large scale characteristics of the velocity field.

Once an object has decoupled from the Hubble flow and has started to collapse, the laminar flow
assumption is not valid anymore. Under such circumstances, the DTFE velocity scheme cannot re-
construct a continuous velocity field at those regions. However, the notion of a continuous velocity
field within a virialized region is also not physically defined precisely because of virialization, i.e.,
dominated by random (thermal) motions.

6.5.4 Velocity reconstruction in voids

By their nature, void regions contain a minimum amount of points. This makes notoriously difficult
to reconstruct them by conventional methods. When their resolution is too high, shot-noise peaks are
induced at the particles’ positions. When the resolution is decreased their masses are smeared out over
a large volume (see S05). For velocities this tends to be worse (see Fig. 6.1).

The first enclosed region (a) in Fig. 6.5 depicts an expanding void whose center almost coincides
with the geometrical center of its respective box. The corresponding DTFE zoom (middle-left panel)
shows the reconstructed velocity field. Theoretical models of voids (Icke 1984; van Haarlem & van
de Weygaert 1993; Sheth & van de Weygaert 2004) predict that such empty regions are characterized
by an inverse tophat density profile. Their dynamics correspond to a low-Ωm universe, represented as
“super-Hubble” expanding bubbles with an almost constant velocity divergence.

DTFE manages to succeed in deriving a natural and continuous void velocity field profile without
the application of artificial smoothing procedures, leading to a higher and better resolution maps. In
the DTFE algorithm the void is rendered as a slowly varying region of low density (see top-most frame
in Fig. 6.6, density image) (S05). Despite the center of the void is “devoid” of particles, the DTFE
manages to recover information at that region. Once we reach the boundaries of the voids in the form
of clumps or bridges, we see this reflected in the distorted flow. Near those regions the gravitational
force is dominated by the overdense features.

The general characteristics of the void’s DTFE velocity profiles can be seen in Fig. 6.6. The
velocity cut presents two voids, in which their velocities rise almost linearly along the cut. This implies
that they are characterized by an almost constant velocity divergence, as predicted by the theoretical
void models. The left-side void presents only expanding velocities because we have made the cut from
its center, the other side will present an inverted mirror-like behavior with negative velocities.
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b)a)

c) d)

d)

a)
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Figure 6.5 — DTFE velocity maps. The top-left panel shows the same discrete velocity field presented in
Fig. 6.1. The top-right panel presents the corresponding DTFE velocity map using the same resolution as its TSC
counterpart (right panel of Fig. 6.1), notice that the whole field is sampled now. The central and bottom rows are
2D zooms of the corresponding enclosed regions in the discrete map and can be identified by their labels. The
selected regions have been chosen according to their density and dynamics characteristics, void, filaments and a
cluster. See text for details.

6.5.5 Velocity reconstruction in filaments

Panel (b) of Fig. 6.5 shows a filamentary structure running along the lower part of the box and a
seemingly coherent velocity flow pointing toward the left side of the box. Both are clearly reproduced
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Void Filament Void Cluster

Figure 6.6 — DTFE velocity and density profiles (bottom panel) computed along a cut through the N−body sim-
ulation box. The discrete point distribution and its corresponding density field are shown in the two top-most
panels. The analogous discrete velocity field, continuous (DTFE) vectorial and image velocity fields are shown in
the three intermediate panels. The bold lines crossing the particle and velocity fields indicate the direction along
the profiles were computed.

in the zoom-in frame. A clear shearing flow can be identified along the filament’s ridge. Toward the
massive clump this flow is distorted by the action of the clump itself. Besides the filament within this
frame we can recognize two “singularities”. One is related to the clump at the left-hand tip of the
filament. Its high densities imply mildly virial motions, leading to a breakdown of the interpolation
scheme. The second one is an artifact of our use of periodic boundary conditions. Because we find a
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cluster at the other side of the full box, some of those clustered points (the most external ones to the
cluster) have been used when performing the triangulation procedure. The result is a “saddle” point in
the velocity flow toward which the velocities from each direction seem to converge. We will discuss
in more detail the boundary condition effects in Section 6.4.5.

The panel (c) presents similar characteristics to the panel (b). It contains a filamentary structure
and a mild-dense cluster. The shape of the filament can be well traced in the DTFE velocity field. The
shearing infall flow towards and along the filament is clearly recovered. Here and there the disconti-
nuities imprinted by clumps can be clearly recognized.

The respective filament velocity profiles (see Fig. 6.6) also illustrate such discontinuities. After the
interpolated velocities raised as a combination of the void’s expansion and infalling motions toward
the filament, the profile presents a dramatic drop when it crosses the edges of the filament. This is
because there are virial motions perpendicular to the filaments. We can notice that the velocity profile
presents still irregularities beyond the density filament edge as a result of back infall motions toward
the filament.

6.5.6 Velocity reconstruction in clusters

Panel (d) of Fig. 6.5 shows a zoom enclosing a highly non-linear structure. It is clear that the velocity
field is not continuous at the core of the cluster and that the DTFE velocities cannot reproduce the real
velocities. This plot clearly shows the problems of DTFE at such high-density regions. However, some
remarks about the performance of the method around the cluster are worthy to mention.

In any collapsing/collapsed structure, a vorticity velocity mode appears as a natural consequence
of such collapse. Apart from this mode, the velocity field around the cluster is also sheared. This
distortion is clearly noticeable at both top and bottom ends of the cluster. At regions closer to the
cluster’s core the flow describes circular trajectories before converging at the cluster itself. Further out
from the cluster while virial motions give way to systematic infall motions it can be noticed how the
velocity field gets smoother and better behaved. We will treat these vortical modes in more detail in
Section 6.11.

The velocity profile also illustrates the problems of DTFE at high-density regions. The density
profile peaks at the cluster’s location. The sudden and pronounced variations (discontinuities) in the
corresponding velocity profile indicate the presence of a very evolved non-linear structure, unveiling
the characteristic virial motions in the cluster.

This profile uncovers the “deficiencies” of the method at such dense regions. Because vorticity
should be non-existing in regions where shell-crossing did not yet take place. There, vorticity can
function as an indicator of the related error. Once collapsed occurred, vorticity can be generated,
making hard to judge whether the “measured” vorticity is real or not. We will address this issue in
more detail in Section 6.11.4.

6.6 Errors and Sampling effects

So far we have reconstructed the velocity field from the full discrete velocity field. However, in many
cases, mainly observationally, one does not deal with the full discrete velocity field but with a sparse
sample. Surveys of galaxies are usually magnitude-limited samples. Therefore, they are severely af-
fected by sampling effects. In general, surveys have better sampling at dense regions (clusters and
filaments) and a very poor coverage at low density regions (voids), with the number of objects de-
creasing with distance from the observer.

Another problem related to peculiar velocity surveys is the large measured distance error via the
Tully-Fisher or Faber-Jackson relations for spiral and elliptical galaxies. Estimated distances have
uncertainties in the order of ∼ 20% accuracy. This translates into large velocity errors proportional to
the object’s distance. This limits the range of peculiar velocity surveys to distances below which the
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errors are substantially smaller. A lot of effort has been devoted to coping with these errors, particularly
the systematic ones (see Strauss & Willick 1995, for a review about different correcting methods).

As the statistics of DTFE reconstructions is not trivial, and involves cumbersome Poisson statistics,
we resort to a Monte Carlo approach for estimating the influence of a variety of sampling effects.
Schaap (2005) studied how the Delaunay triangulation changes when varying the point distribution
and its implications for density field reconstructions and we refer the reader to this work.

6.6.1 Sparse sampling effects

Sparse sampling has a direct repercussion when reconstructing the velocity field. Because DTFE
relies on the point distribution itself, dilution of samples imply less “observed” (measured) objects to
perform the Delaunay triangulation. This affects the density field reconstruction because it is inversely
proportional to the contiguous Voronoi cell surrounding such point. A “contiguous Voronoi cell” is
composed by the immediate hypertriangles surrounding a given point (see SW00 for further details).
S05 argued that one may deal with such effects if one knows the “selection function”, which describes
the sampling density of the particle distribution.

Despite the density field can be corrected for sparse sampling effects, this is not the case for pecu-
liar velocity fields. In general, peculiar velocity fields are more quiet than density fields. This implies
that no sudden variations are present on the velocity field, at least in the linear and mildly non-linear
regime where velocities are considered laminar. Provided that the sampled point distribution is still a
fair representation of the underlying density field, the linear characteristic of the DTFE velocity method
helps to mitigate such sampling effects and to recover a reliable velocity field. At high-density regions
and immediate surroundings sampling effects have a more pronounced effect. At these regions ob-
jects’ velocities may be uncorrelated since such objects have decoupled from the Hubble flow and the
velocity field is incoherent. The method cannot properly recover velocities at these regions because of
this incoherence in the velocities. Thus, sampling effects will enhance the errors in the reconstruction
leading to understimate the velocity field.

In order to measure sparse sampling effects on the DTFE velocity reconstruction, we have di-
luted the full discrete velocity field by assuming an homogeneous dilution procedure via Monte Carlo
sampling. For each one of these sparsed fields we have reconstructed their DTFE velocity fields. In
Figure 6.7 we present a comparison between both DTFE diluted and full velocity fields. A direct com-
parison is possible because diluted fields have been reconstructed with the same resolution than the
full velocity field. The top row presents residual DTFE velocity fields computed from substracting the
DTFE diluted field from the full DTFE field. Each panel corresponds to a different fraction of objects
indicated by the enclosed labels. In the left-hand panel we have only considered 30% of the total
number of objects, in the middle panel 60% and in the right-hand panel 80%. The velocity projection
and characteristics are the same than in Figs. 6.5 and 6.1. Velocities in the three panels have been nor-
malized by the same factor for a fair comparison. Clearly the larger velocity residuals trace the matter
distribution, implying that the velocity reconstruction is more affected at these regions. As expected,
errors increase toward more diluted samples. The very low density regions are the least affected ones,
also in the most diluted sample. This implies that voids can be reconstructed with very few points by
the DTFE method. Typical reconstruction procedures will be seriously affected by shot-noise effects
which will become worse at more diluted samples.

Quantitative evidence for the similarity between the diluted and full fields is presented in the bottom
row of Fig. 6.7. The panels show density contours from the point-to-point distribution. For reference,
one-to-one lines have been drawn. The density contours have been weighted by the real spatial DTFE
density field estimates. Therefore, particles located at high-density regions (clusters) can be recognized
in the contoured point-distribution like those light-gray spots distributed all over the cloud of points.
These “high-density” points are precisely those which are located farther away from the best fitting
line, in agreement with the visual inspection of the residual velocity maps.

The top labels in each frame refer to linear fits performed between both fields: av is the best slope
that fits the data, v0 is the zero-point offset, and σ the dispersion around the linear fit. The fact that
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Figure 6.7 — Comparison between diluted DTFE velocity fields and the full DTFE field. The top row panels
present residual maps between the full field and diluted fields. The enclosed labels indicate the fraction of objects
used to reconstruct each velocity map. The bottom-row panels are qualitative comparisons between diluted and
full DTFE velocities for one Cartesian component. See text for further details.

the slopes for the three cases are almost unity implies that there are no systematic differences between
the two fields, underlined by the almost zero offsets. Remarkable is that the velocity dispersion does
not seem to increase with dilution level. A remarkably point is that the velocity dispersion does not
increase considerable when increasing the dilution. The difference between the two extreme diluted
samples is only of 23 km s−1. These results justify the validity of our interpolation method.

6.6.2 Perturbing velocities

A second test concerns an evaluation of the influence of uncertainties in velocities for the DTFE ve-
locity field reconstructions. Intrinsically, this error is much more difficult to correct for than the one
introduced by sparse sampling. One way to deal with this noise is by assuming that is Gaussian
distributed. Then, one could reduce this noise and obtain the most probable field by weighting the
contribution of each object inversely by the variance of its velocity measurement error (e.g. Dekel
et al. 1999). However, this method is only effective when considering large smoothed fields. Another
possible way could be by drawing multiple realizations of the field and measuring the signal-to-noise
to find the statistical significance of the method.

Here we only check how Gaussian noise affects our DTFE velocity reconstructions. We have
not added errors proportional to their distances since this will only imply that the reconstruction will
get worst towards large distances from a particular observer. Since our interest is to check whether
this error introduces systematic effects in the DTFE reconstruction, we proceed as follows. To each
Cartesian velocity component of the discrete velocity set, we add a random velocity drawn from a
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Figure 6.8 — Comparison between reconstructed DTFE perturbed velocity fields and the original field. The
top row panels present residual maps between the original and perturbed fields. Perturbed velocities have
been computed from adding random error-velocities drawn from a Gaussian velocity distribution of width
σ = 100,200,300 km s−1. The bottom-row panels are qualitative comparisons between perturbed and original
DTFE velocities for one Cartesian component. See text for further details.

Gaussian distribution function with a given fixed standard deviation σ, and randomly orientated. The
top-row panels of Figure 6.8 show the residual velocity fields between the DTFE perturbed velocities
and the original DTFE field for three cases, σ = 100,200,300 km s−1 (left, middle and right panels
respectively). No systematic effects seem to be introduced since the residual velocity fields only show
random motions which get larger for larger σs.

The point-to-point comparison between the perturbed and original velocity fields (Fig. 6.8, lower
panel) immediately shows two effects: the dispersion increases as σ becomes larger, and the point
cloud appears to change its inclination with respect to the one-to-one line. The former is indicated
by the fact that the point-density contours are Gaussian distributed with measured velocity dispersions
very close to the ones imposed by the errors. The latter is a consequence that velocities have increased
their amplitude. This trend is clearly observed along the whole point distribution in the right-hand
panel. The fact that the zero-points are consistent with zero and that the point-contours have Gaussian
distributions, imply that no systematic effects are introduced by the method itself.

Notice that in this case the points located at high-density regions are not longer dominating the
outskirts of the distributions, but they are more equally distributed.
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Figure 6.9 — Velocity divergence maps. The plotted slices correspond to the one presented in Fig. 6.5. The
left-hand plot depicts regions where inflows are presented, i.e., in and around clusters and filaments. The right-
hand plot shows regions with outflows, expanding regions like voids. The contour lines represent the density
maps. Broken lines represent low density regions, continuous lines overdensity regions, while the bold line the
zero density contrast line.

6.7 The density-velocity relation

An important characteristics of the DTFE method is that the quantities it produces are volume-
weighted, allowing a direct comparison with theoretical predictions. BW96 used Delaunay and
Voronoi tessellation based-velocity fields to test the validity of the analytical perturbation calculations.
Their results showed that their reconstructed fields are in good agreement with the theoretical predic-
tions. Although their results involved quite heavy smoothing, by a top-hat filter of RT H = 15 h−1Mpc.

The velocity divergence and the density contrast are related via the continuity equation (Peebles
1980). In the linear regime this is a strict linear relation (Eqn. 6.1). In the quasi-linear and mildly
non-linear regime the one-to-one correspondance between the two fields remains intact, be it that it
involves higher order terms (see Bernardeau et al. 2002, for an extensive review).

Since the DTFE method has the ability to resolve both small and large scale features of the density
and velocity fields, it gives us the opportunity to test the capacity of DTFE to probe the dynamics in
structure formation scenarios. From the density-velocity divergence relation we seek to obtain an idea
of the performance of DTFE. By following the evolution of the described density-velocity divergence
relation we hope to get an idea of DTFE’s performance in different dynamical regimes. Once the
reliability of the method has been tested, we could reconstruct the density field from the velocity
divergence field.

Figure 6.9 presents a first impression of the intimate relation between the density and velocity
divergence fields reconstructed with the DTFE method. The velocity divergence has been computed
according to Eqn. 6.13. The figure shows velocity divergence maps for the same projection presented
in Fig. 6.5. For a visual impression of the correspondences between high and low density regions, we
have splitted the divergence field into two parts, positive and negative divergence regions. On top of the
divergence maps we have plotted the density contrast contours. Continuous lines indicate high density
regions, the bold continuous line represents the δ = 0, and the dashed lines underdense regions. Both
fields, velocity divergence and density have been Gaussian smoothed with a kernel of RG = 1 h−1Mpc.
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The left-hand panel presents those regions where the divergence is negative, i.e., those regions where
infall motions are present as in those where matter is being accreted into clusters and filaments. Notice
the good correspondence between the high-density regions and the features in the velocity divergence.
The most pronounced spots correspond to the two clusters located at the center of the field as expected.
The right-hand panel shows regions where the velocity divergence is positive. The expanding regions
are, of course, to be identified with the low-density voids in the density field. The gray scale indicates
that at the voids’ centers, the expansion is slower (lightest gray regions) in comparison with the void
edges where tones are darker (higher velocities). As in the previous case, there is a good correlation
between the positive velocity divergence areas and the low density regions.

6.7.1 Density-Velocity divergence evolution

A lot of theoretical effort has been devoted to obtain more accurate density-velocity divergence rela-
tions than in Eqn. 6.1. On the basis of perturbation theory and assuming Gaussian initial fluctuations,
Bernardeau (1992) derived a 2nd order relationship between the velocity divergence and density fields
valid for the quasi-linear regime of the form:

1
H
∇ ·v(x) =

3
2

f (Ωm) [1− (1+δ(x))2/3] . (6.16)

Other higher order perturbative corrections have been also implemented (e.g. Nusser et al. 1991;
Nusser & Dekel 1993; Bernardeau et al. 1999; Kudlicki et al. 2000; Bernardeau et al. 2002, and ref-
erences therein). Here we have computed the density-velocity divergence relation from the recon-
structed DTFE velocity and density fields and compared with the 2nd order approximation relation
of Bernardeau (1992, Eqn. 6.16) and the empirical quasi-linear approximation of Nusser et al. (1991)
based on the Zel’dovich approximation given by:

1
H
∇ ·v(x) = − f (Ωm)

δ(x)
1+0.18δ(x)

. (6.17)

Figure 6.10 shows the evolution of the density-velocity divergence relation as a function of the
expansion factor, a, reconstructed from our N−body simulation. Here, we have plotted the normalized
divergence θ of the velocity field given in units of the Hubble parameter,

θ =
∇ ·v
H

, (6.18)

Density and velocity divergence fields have been smoothed with a Gaussian filter of radius RG =

5 h−1Mpc in order to obtain a tighter correlation. Fields convolved with smaller kernels (e.g.
2&3 h−1Mpc) do show the density-velocity divergence relation but they present a large scatter mainly
at regions where δ > 0. We have plotted ten output times linearly scaled in a, from a = 0.02 until a = 1.
In each panel, the continuous line represent the linear theory prediction (Eqn. 6.1), the short-dashed
line the 2nd order perturbative approximation (Eqn. 6.16), and the long-dashed line the empirical
Zel’dovich-based approximation (Eqn. 6.17).

At early times, the DTFE method cannot recover the relation. This is a consequence of the “arti-
ficial” grid-like distortion of the initial point distribution. At early times, the matter distribution still
preserves the grid-like configuration, an almost perfect cubic grid. Under these circumstances, the
DTFE approach performs poorly since the regular point distribution is clearly not a faithfull reflection
of the underlying density field. A possible solution to avoid this effect could be the use of glass-like ini-
tial conditions. In this approach, particles sample subrandomly the initial density field with no regular
structures on scales greater than the interparticle separation (Baugh et al. 1995).

The dynamical evolution of the system into a more natural configuration, superseding the clear
imprint of the grid geometry, helps the triangulation procedure to remove the degenerate cells. For
a ≥ 0.2, the point distribution indeed appears to follow the quasi-linear predictions. At later times,
the agreement between the distributions and the theoretical predictions becomes extremely good. The
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Figure 6.10 — Time evolution of the density-velocity divergence relation. The cloud of points are given by the
densities and velocities computed through the DTFE algorithm. The continuous lines indicate the linear theory
relation, the broken lines the 2nd order approximation relation, and the long-dashed lines an empirical quasi-linear
relation. The velocity divergence (θ) is expressed in terms of the Hubble parameter at the given epochs.

dispersion around the point distributions increases at later expansion times due to the appeareances of
virialized motions in and around the highest density regions.

At the tip of the point distributions, which correspond to the low-density regions (voids), the DTFE
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Figure 6.11 — Zooms of three DTFE density-velocity divergence relation snapshots from Fig. 6.10. The con-
tinuous lines indicate the linear theory relation between the two fields, the short-dashed lines the 2nd order ap-
proximation relation, while the long-dashed the empirical approximation.

estimates are very close to the theoretical predictions. These results justify and confirm also the validity
of the linear interpolation DTFE procedure.

However, a peculiar effect can be noticed at the very tip of the distributions as a function of the
expansion factor. The point distribution at a = 0.3 presents an almost perfect alignment with the the-
oretical predictions. As the system evolves in time, the tips of the distributions shift toward lower
velocity divergence values until a = 0.6, where it bounces back to the behavior predicted by the the-
oretical predictions. All these can be better noticed on Figure 6.11 where we have zoomed in onto
the range of underdensities for three expansion factors (a = 0.3,0.6,1.0). The departures from the per-
turbed theoretical predictions are clear enough. A possible explanation for such effect could be the
fact that these are also non-linear regions and therefore, such perturbative approximations are not valid
at this regime. Since voids evolve as homogeneous ellipsoidal underdense regions with a tendency to
evolve into a top-hat density profile, the spherical model could offer a better fit at these underdense
regions.

In conclusion, we have seen that the performance of the combined DTFE density and velocity
method is in general very good. The method is able to follow the dynamical evolution of cosmological
structures at both large and small scale regimes. The reliability of the bouncing effect at the tip of the
density-velocity divergence point distributions can be tested by means of the Zel’dovich approxima-
tion. Within this approximation velocities and densities evolve kinematically from their initial state.
Therefore, non-linear effects will not be present.

6.7.2 The Zel’dovich density-divergence relation

Since the Nusser et al. (1991) relation is a higher order Zel’dovich approximation, we have applied
the DTFE velocity method to a series of density and velocity fields evolved in time according to the
Zel’dovich approximation from the initial Gaussian fields used for the N−body simulation. If the effect
at low density regions found in Section 6.7.1 is also present with the Zel’dovich approximation evolved
fields, this will imply that such effect is not genuine but a systematic error introduced by the DTFE
method. If such effect is not found, this will imply that it is truly caused by the non-linear evolution of
such structures.

Figure 6.12 shows three snapshots at different expansion factors for the density-velocity divergence
relation evolved according to the Zel’dovich formalism. The earliest snapshot (left-hand panel) follows
almost the same predicted behavior as the empirical relation, but with larger velocity divergence mea-
surements at the underdense regions than expected. This is mainly due to the grid effects mentioned in
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Figure 6.12 — Time evolution of the Zel’dovich density-velocity divergence relation. The cloud of points are
given by the densities and velocities computed through the DTFE algorithm. The continuous lines indicate the
linear theory prediction between the two fields, the short-dashed lines the 2nd order approximation relation, while
the long-dashed the empirical relation.

Sec. 6.7.1. At later times (central panel) the relation still follow the expected behavior but with a larger
dispersion toward high density regions. At underdense regions, the point distribution follows much
better the empirical relation. The break at regions beyond δ < −0.8 is expected since as was pointed
out by Nusser & Dekel (1993) the empirical relation is not accurate in the range −0.8 ≤ δ ≤ 4.5 because
of non-linearity effects. The effect seen in Fig. 6.11 appears to have disappeared. The last frame shows
the relation for a = 1 with a good agreement in general with the expected behavior. The scatter around
the theoretical lines is larger than earlier times as a result of having used a pure kinematic model. At
underdense regions smaller than δ < −0.8, the measured relation bends more toward higher values of
the velocity divergence. Apart from the problems of the relation at this regime, this effect has been
amplified by the use of the kinematic model.

In conclusion, the presence of the bouncing effect at low-density regions seen in the reproduction
of the non-linear density-velocity divergence relation has not been found when using the kinematic
Zel’dovich approximation. This implies that such effect is genuine and not an spurious or artificial
effect introduced by the DTFE velocity method.

6.8 The velocity divergence probability distribution function

BW96 explicitly applied Delaunay tessellations to the velocity divergence field to test the validity of
the second order perturbation theory results (Bernardeau 1992). This was in particularly interesting as
a mildy non-Gaussian velocity divergence distribution would enable the breaking of the degeneracy
between the cosmic matter density Ωm and the bias b between the matter and galaxy distribution
(Bernardeau 1994; Bernardeau et al. 1995). Bernardeau et al. (1997) used the probability distribution
function [PDF] of the velocity divergence to constrain the value of Ωm (see also Bernardeau 1994;
Bernardeau et al. 1995). Juszkiewicz et al. (1995) studied the PDF of the mass density contrast and
the peculiar velocity divergence from evolved Gaussian initial density fluctuations in the weakly non-
linear regime using perturbation theory. Their aim was to derive constraints on the nature of primordial
fluctuations, the value of the cosmological density parameter, and the physical processes that govern
galaxy formation. Here we present the probability distribution function for the normalized velocity
divergence θ, computed from the reconstructed DTFE velocity fields smoothed with a Gaussian filter
of RG = 5 h−1Mpc, and its evolution as a function of the cosmological expansion factor a.

Figure 6.13 shows the PDF of the reconstructed DTFE velocity divergence computed at a= 1. Note
that DTFE reproduces the expected sharp cutoff at the positives values of θ (see also BW96), which
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Figure 6.13 — Probability dis-
tribution function [PDF] of the
normalized DTFE velocity diver-
gence θ at actual time. The veloc-
ity divergence has been Gaussian
smoothed with a kernel of RG =

5 h−1Mpc.

corresponds to voids. This sharp cut in the PDF allowed Bernardeau et al. (1997) to reconstruct the
value of Ωm from N−body simulations following the work of Dekel & Rees (1994). At the opposite
side, the high-density regions, the method manages to trace the PDF down to probabilities of 10−3.

Figure 6.14 presents the evolution of the DTFE PDF velocity divergence as a function of the
cosmological expansion factor. Although, the first top panel indicates an a = 0., this is in reality the
PDF of the initial Gaussian field used for the simulations set at a = 0.02. Since the velocity divergence
is an indicator of the amount of structure present on the field, the growth of structure can be traced
along the time evolution of the PDF. Notice how the PDF evolve from an almost perfect Gaussian
distribution (very early times) into a non-Gaussian shape with negative skewness. This is because in
the non-linear regime the inflows to high-density regions are faster than the outflows from low-density
regions. Therefore, negative values of the velocity divergence correspond to overdense regions, while
the positive values to underdense ones. The appearance of weakly non Gaussian features is shown in
the PDF at z ≈ 4 (a = 0.2), where the PDF starts to deviate from a symmetric (Gaussian) distribution.
This can be better noticed in Figure 6.15. The distributions in the top panels and bottom-left one
represent the first four stages of the evolution of the PDF plotted in a linear scale. The gray lines are
the best Gaussian fits to the PDFs. Note that as the structure formation process evolves with time the
PDF deviates more from its respective Gaussian distribution. This departure has been quantified in
the bottom-right panel of Fig. 6.15. The plot shows the residual excesses between the density-velocity
divergence PDF and the best Gaussian fit for the four stages of the PDF. At a = 0 and a = 0.1 the
residuals are less than 5%, at a = 0.2 ≈ 10%, and at a = 0.3 ≈ 15%. These discrepancies continue
raising up to almost 30% at present time. The larger and most notorious differences are located at the
positive values of θ. The negative residuals at the most positive values of θ imply that voids evolve into
the non-linear regime much faster than high-density regions. The presence of “noise” in Figs. 6.14 and
6.15 and its growth as a function of time at the negative tail of the PDF is an indication of the evolution
of clustering of matter into high-density regions, such as cluster of galaxies.

The positive side of the PDF in Fig. 6.14 evolves much more quietly. This is indicated by the
almost unchanged shape of the PDF at the positive values of θ. Notice that the shape of the PDF
around its maximum becomes sharper as structure grows and it shifts from 0 toward positive values of
θ. The shift of the maximum produces the largest discrepancy from the Gaussian fits as can be noticed
from the bottom-right panel. Particularly noteworthy is the sharp cut at high-values of the PDF at later
times.

The fact that the PDF preserves almost the same shape from a = 0.6 (z = 0.66) until present time,
apart from the increase of noise at the negative tail, is an indication of the quietness of the velocity field
and that the growth of structure formation has stopped. Indeed, structures which become non-linear
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Figure 6.14 — Evolution of the probability distribution function [PDF] of the DTFE velocity divergence as a
function of the cosmological expansion factor aexp. Each of the velocity divergence fields has been smoothed
with a Gaussian filter of RG = 5 h−1Mpc.

(voids and clusters of galaxies) stop growing at the redshift,

1+ z ≈ 1
Ωm
−1 , (6.19)

at which they decouple from the Hubble expansion. At this redshift, structures experience first con-
traction and collapse, followed by virialization to turn finally into genuine cosmic objects. For our
particular N−body realization (Ωm = 0.3), this happens at z ≈ 1.3 (a = 0.43). The same epoch at which
the DTFE velocity divergence PDF deviates from a Gaussian distribution.

6.9 Void expansion: constraints on Ωm

Dekel & Rees (1994) proposed the idea to use the outflow from voids to constrain Ωm. The idea is
based on the observation that large outflows are not expected in a low-Ωm universe. From the fact
that δ ≈ −Ω−0.6

m ∇ · v (Eqn. 6.1), the inferred density from a given velocity divergence field becomes
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Figure 6.15 — Evolution of the probability distribution function [PDF] of the DTFE velocity divergence for the
first four cosmological expansion factors (aexp = 0.,0.1,0.2,0.3, top row panels and bottom-left). The PDFs are
plotted in a linear scale. The gray distributions in each panel correspond to their best Gaussian fits. The bottom-
right panel shows the residual excess from the PDFs and their corresponding Gaussian fits. Each of the velocity
divergence fields has been smoothed with a Gaussian filter of RG = 5 h−1Mpc.

more negative if one assumes lower Ωm values. Under such assumption, one can obtain δ < −1 in void
regions. Evidently, this is an impossible value since one cannot get “emptier than empty”, providing
in this way a lower bound on Ωm.

Dekel & Rees used this idea and applied a quasi-linear Zel’dovich-based approximation of the
continuity equation (Nusser et al. 1991) to the Mark III catalog of peculiar velocities (Willick et al.
1997a) smoothed at 12 h−1Mpc, more in concrete to the Sculptor void, finding that values of Ωm ≈ 1
were perfectly consistent with the data, and that low density universes (Ωm = 0.2,0.3) were ruled out at
≈ 2σ level. Their “high” Ωm determination is related to the interpolation scheme used in the POTENT
algorithm, a fixed grid-based algorithm (see Section 6.3.1). Such methods cannot reproduce the sharp
cut-off at the positive side of the velocity divergence PDF. Instead, they suffer from spurious tails at
both ends of the distribution (BW96).

By using the results of perturbative theory, Bernardeau et al. (1997) showed that the cutoff location
of the velocity divergence PDF θmax, strongly depends on Ωm, as indicated by Dekel & Rees (1994),
and it can be used to constrain such parameter by the following relation:

θmax = 1.5 Ω0.6
m . (6.20)

The value of 1.5 in the later equation is the difference in value in the Hubble parameter between an
empty universe (Ωm = 0) and an Einstein-de Sitter universe (Ωm = 1).

Here we have used Eqn. 6.20 in order to recover Ωm from our N−body simulations. Our inten-
tion is not to give a full statistical proof of the measurements but rather to show the possibilities and
capabilities of the DTFE velocity method.

We have used the velocity dispersion PDF shown in Fig. 6.14 to estimate the density parame-
ter. Following Eqn. 6.20 we find that the measured DTFE density parameter from the 5 h−1Mpc
smoothed velocity divergence is Ωm,DT FE = 0.21 at present time. This is not very different from the
input N−body simulation value of Ωm = 0.3. This measured value should be interpreted as a lower
bound as mentioned earlier since Eqn. 6.20 follows the assumption that in void regions δ is strictly
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Figure 6.16 — Evolution of the
cutoff of the DTFE velocity diver-
gence PDF as a function of the ex-
pansion factor a.

equal to −1, which is not necessarily true.
Some comments about the sharp cutoff of the PDF and its time evolution as shown in Fig. 6.14

are noteworthy. The evolution of underdense regions should follow a linear expansion as predicted by
the spherical model, until shell crossing occurs. At this point, voids will not expand as fast anymore.
Depending on the environment in which voids are embedded, some of them will start to collapse.
Figure 6.16 shows the evolution of the PDF cutoff as a function of the cosmological expansion factor.

The curve of the measured maximum of the velocity divergence PDF, θmax, suggests that the under-
dense regions start to get empty very fast. After a= 2 the growth of such regions decreases considerably
up to a ≈ 4, where the curve has an inflection point. This transition region coincides with the appear-
ances of non-linear features in the PDFs (see Fig. 6.15). The inflection point at a ≈ 4 agress with the
theoretical prediction that structure growth stops at a = 0.43 (see Eqn. 6.19). However, we should be
cautious with this result since the physical box size of our simulation is not large enough (100 h−1Mpc).
This could imply that the underdense regions are gravitationally interacting with themselves because
the long waves of the power spectrum have exceeded the box size.

6.10 From velocity divergence to density field

Dekel et al. (1999) using the POTENT algorithm and second and third-order corrections to the
Zel’dovich approximation derived satisfactory density fields from the smoothed velocity field with
kernel sizes of RG = 10,12 h−1Mpc based on the Mark III catalog.

While POTENT is based upon linear theory and mildly non-linear approximations, the perfor-
mance of DTFE with respect to non-linear structures and its reproduction of the non-linear density-
velocity divergence relation give us strong confidence to reconstruct the density field from the velocity
divergence field.

The intimate relationship between the density and the velocity divergence can be noticed in Fig-
ure 6.17. The top-left panel shows the reconstructed density field from the DTFE velocity divergence
field smoothed at 2 h−1Mpc, using only the linear prediction. The top-right panel shows the density
reconstruction using the 2nd order approximation of Bernardeau (1992) convolved with the same filter.
The bottom-left panel presents the DTFE density field as computed from the discrete particle distri-
bution. The similarities between the three maps are indeed remarkably good. The better agreement
betwen the 2nd order reconstruction and the density field can be noticed at the bottom-right panel.
This plot shows the residual density estimates resulted from substracting the linear and 2nd order re-
constructed densities to the real density (δ− δrec), black and gray point distributions respectively. As
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Figure 6.17 — DTFE density field reconstructions from the velocity divergence. The top-left panel shows the
denisty reconstructed from the linear density-velocity divergence relation. The top-right panel the reconstruction
using the 2nd order perturbative approximation. The bottom-left panel shows the real density field. The bottom-
right panel present residual point-to-point comparison between the recontructed density fields and the reald density
one. All fields have benn convolved with a Gaussian kernel of 2 h−1Mpc.

can be noticed, high-density regions present a large scatter since both relations are not completely
valid at these regimes. At low-density regions the 2nd order reconstruction gives better estimates as
expected.

6.11 Shear and Vorticity

The shear and vorticity terms (Eqn. 6.14 & 6.15) are the other two components which are recovered
when computing the velocity gradient matrix (see Section 6.4.3). Shear and vorticity patterns are
expected to be particularly prominent near high-density regions, where distortions in the velocity flows
are particularly strong. In general, vorticity measures the speed of rotation of a fluid element, while
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Figure 6.18 — DTFE recovered velocity shear and vorticity amplitudes (top left and right panels respectively)
and density field (bottom panel) for the same slice of the velocity field presented in Fig. 6.5. We have inverted the
color scales of the shear and vorticity to enhance the contrast between the different structures.

shear measures the anisotropy in its expansion rate. The shear is a dominant factor in shaping the large
scale structure (e.g. Hoffman 1986; van de Weygaert & Babul 1994; Bond et al. 1996).

Figure 6.18 shows for the same slice projection presented in Figs. 6.9 & 6.17 the shear and vorticity
amplitudes, σ = (Σσi jσi j)1/2, ω = (Σωi jωi j)1/2 (left and right top panels respectively) and the density
contrast reconstructed with the DTFE method. Each fields has been convolved with a Gaussian kernel
of RG = 1 h−1Mpc. We have inverted the color scales of the shear and vorticity with respect to the
density one in order to get a better enhancement of the shear and vorticity patterns present in the
maps. As can be noticed, both top panels trace very well the matter distribution (bottom panel).
The velocity shear unveils more the large scale structure pattern of the matter distribution than the
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vorticity mode since the shear is more prone to the linear and weakly non-linear matter distribution
than vorticity. Because the velocity field is expected to be irrotational, at least in linear theory, vorticity
can only appear around non-linear structures like cluster of galaxies where strong infall motions are
presented (Peebles 1980). The vorticity plot clearly shows that this term is mainly present at the high
density regions. Most of the field is curl-free in accordance with the linear prediction. However, some
vorticity is present at not very dense regions, indicating a possible failure of the method in properly
reconstructing the velocity field at these regions. We will discuss this in more detail in Section 6.11.4.

6.11.1 The density-shear relation

The shear in the velocity field can be due to the intrinsic asphericity (anisotropic collapse) of evolving
structures and/or can be due to tidal forces acting around the local matter distribution exerted by the
large scale matter distribution. Therefore, it is expected to be present at linear, quasi and non-linear
regions as a result of interaction and the collapse of matter. In fact, the rate of growth of the density field
gets amplified in the presence of shear because this increases the rate of growth of fluid convergence
−∇ · v following a given fluid element (Hoffman 1986; Bertschinger & Jain 1994). This convergence
is precisely located around collapsing structures, filaments and clusters (see Section 6.7). Hoffman
(1986) and Bond, Kofman, & Pogosyan (1996) pointed out that the filamentary web is a consequence
of the distribution and spatial coherence of the shear field in the medium (see also van de Weygaert
2002). Therefore, it is expected that the density and velocity shear should be correlated as a function of
time. Although, there is no clear relation between the density and velocity shear like via the continuity
equation. In the linear regime, the velocity shear is related to the density excess growth factor D(t) via
(van de Weygaert & Bertschinger 1996),

σi j ∝ D(t)H(t) f (Ωm) , (6.21)

and therefore, to the density field since δ(t)∝D(t). In general, the evolution of the velocity shear tensor
σi j is strictly related to the tidal tensor Ti j,

Ti j ≡
1

a2

{
∂2φ

∂xi∂x j
− 1

3
(∇2φ)δi j

}
, (6.22)

where φ is the gravitational potential, and δi j the Kronecker delta. This evolution can only be calculated
by solving the (non-local) Possion equation.

Figure 6.19 shows the evolution of the density-velocity shear amplitude distribution as a function
of the expansion factor. The velocity shear is expressed in units of H(t), the Hubble parameter at the
given cosmological expansion factor. Since the velocity shear is the result of tides, then it is expected
that at early times this term would not be necessary zero, but rather small. The first top panels show
that indeed, the amplitude of the velocity shear is very small. Although, as discussed in Section 6.7.1,
at these times the density field reconstruction is not very reliable since density is badly sampled by the
early particle distribution. However, the reconstruction of the velocities, and thus of shear, does not
depend upon sampling process (see Sec. 6.7.1). At early times, the shear growth scales according to
the linear prediction of Eqn. 6.21. The sudden rise of the velocity shear amplitude at z ≈ 4 (a = 0.2)
coincides with the appearances of weakly non-linear features in the velocity divergence PDF (see
Fig. 6.14 & 6.15).

It can be noticed that while the structure formation process grows with time, the density-shear
cloud distributions increase in amplitude and bend along the whole range of values. Also, the spread
around the distributions increases considerably. At high-density regions this is an indication of the
collapse of structures. Around linear and mildly non-linear structures such as filaments, the shear
is large enough (> 70 km s−1 Mpc−1) indicating that this term is a key element in the formation of
filaments (Bond et al. 1996; van de Weygaert 2002). On the other hand, the shear is very small at
underdense regions. This is because voids tend to become more spherical as they evolve. This implies
that shear is minimized at the voids, while their dynamics is dominated by the expansion mode of the
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Figure 6.19 — Time evolution of the density-velocity shear amplitude relation computed by means of DTFE.
We have expressed the shear in terms of the Hubble parameter.
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velocity, positive divergence. If this would not have been the case, underdense regions could have
collapsed if the shear is large enough (Bertschinger & Jain 1994). The visual impression from the left
panel of Fig. 6.18 helps to clarify all these points.

As in the case of the density-velocity divergence relation, the shape of the density-velocity shear
relation does not change considerably from a ≥ 0.4, apart from the scatter at high-densities. This
behavior is an indication that the growth of structures ceases and, that at least, in the linear and quasi-
linear regimes, velocity fields are very coherent.

6.11.2 Shear matrix and eigenvalues

The velocity shear is a traceless symmetric tensor. The shear describes how the matter distribution is
dynamically affected by its surroundings, i.e., if the matter distribution is being stretched or squeezed
along a given direction. This information is contained within the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the
diagonalized matrix representation of the velocity shear tensor. The eigenvalues indicate the strength of
the stretching or compression, while their directions are given by the corresponding eigenvectors. Here,
we order the eigenvalues (and corresponding eigenvectors) according to their amplitudes, λ1 > λ2 > λ3.
Because the shear tensor is traceless, only two of its three eigenmodes will be linearly independent,
i.e.,

∑
λi = 0. By construction, the eigenvectors form a unitary and orthogonal system. The amplitude

of this shear reference frame will be given by the eigenvalues, and since these are different from each
other, this is also know as the velocity ellipsoid. The first eigenmode (λ1) is positively defined and
indicates the direction and intensity of the maximum stretching exerted over a given region. The third
eigenvalue (λ3) is always negative, and corresponds to a compression along a direction perpendicular
to the stretching one. The second eigenmode (λ2) could be either positive or negative. The configura-
tion of the tidal field is decided by this eigenmode, with an extra stretching or compression direction
perpendicular to the first eigenmode. If λ1 > λ2 > 0 the velocity ellipsoidal describes a planar structure,
if λ3 < λ2 < 0 then it describes a filamentary configuration.

In our approach, one could compute these eigenmodes for each Delaunay tetrahedron. However,
for reasons of efficiency we did so from the grid interpolated velocity gradient field. By diagonalizing
the shear matrix at each pixel’s image, we find its eigenvectors and eigenvalues. Note that since the
velocity-gradient matrix is not continuous, the computed eigenvalues and eigenvectors will no so too.

Figure 6.20 shows maps of the amplitude of the two linear independent eigenvalues (λ1 and λ2) for
the same slice shown in previous map figures. The stretching mode (λ1) traces the filamentary structure
present in the map (see bottom panel of Fig. 6.18). This is larger at the core of the high-density regions
than along filaments. As expected, no stretching is found at the void regions. In the case of the second
eigenvalue, the brightest regions correspond to a positive mode (λ2 > 0) and therefore, where stretching
also occurs. Light regions can also be distinguished following the filamentary distribution. Most of
the map corresponds to λ2 ≈ 0 (gray areas), mainly around the voids where almost no shear is present
(see Fig. 6.19).

The amplitude of the eigenvectors are very illustrative in displaying the characteristics of the mat-
ter distribution. However, they are only part of the total information contained within the shear. In
Figure 6.21 we present a more qualitative analysis. For the same slice shown in Figs. 6.18 and 6.20,
we have computed a 2D cut of the velocity shear, and its projected eigenvalues and eigenvectors. This
is equivalent to consider the intersection of the velocity ellipsoidal with the 2D plane. This has as
result an ellipse whose major axis is the stretching mode and the minor axis the compression along
such bisecting plane. Both modes are presented in Fig. 6.21 as “shear bars”. The left panel repre-
sents the stretching mode, while the right panel the compressional mode. The bars are proportional
to the amplitude of each eigenvalue and oriented according to their corresponding eigenvectors. The
point distribution corresponds to the matter distribution in a slice of 5 h−1Mpc thick centered along the
eigenmodes cut. A seemingly correlation between the compressional bars and the filamentary struc-
ture of the point distribution can be noticed. This correlation is stronger in the case of the gravitational
tidal field (see van de Weygaert 2002). The compressional bars are strong (large) and almost perpen-
dicular to the filamentary structure. The dilational bars tend to be more aligned with the filament. The
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Figure 6.20 — Velocity shear eigenvalue maps of the same slice presented in Fig. 6.18. The left panel corre-
sponds to amplitude of the largest eigenvalue (stretching mode) along the slice. The right panel shows the second
eigenvalue which could be either positive (stretching, light regions) or negative (compression, gray-dark regions).

Figure 6.21 — Decomposition of the velocity shear components along the same slice of Fig. 6.20. The dilational
(stretching) component is shown at the left panel, while the compressional component at the right panel. The bars
are proportional to the intensity of the components and they are aligned along the corresponding eigenvectors’
direction. The point distribution along a thicker slice is also present.

presence of more massive structures like clusters are delineated by the compressional bars as a result
of infall motions around the cluster. With this representation, clusters are the “nodes” of the filamen-
tary structure. On the other hand, underdense regions are very quiet in both representations. They are
clearly recognized as those regions where bars are not perturbed, but rather aligned coherently.
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Figure 6.22 — Velocity shear eigenvalues vs density contrast. The three panels show the eigenvalue’s de-
pendence with density. The top-left panels shows the first eigenvalue, dilation. The top-right panel the second
eigenvalue, middle. The bottom panel the third eigenvalue, compressional.

With the shear-bar analysis, we have shown the strong interplay between shear and the filamentary
structure of the universe. This confirms the theoretical basis of the Zel’dovich formalism. Hoffman
(1986) using such approximation noticed that objects with large initial shear collapse sooner than one
would predict. This result can be derived from first principles from the Raychaudhuri equation which
connects the velocity divergence evolution, shear and vorticity with the density field. According to the
Zel’dovich formalism (Zel’dovich 1970), objects collapse first along the largest eigenvalue forming
the Zel’dovich pancake, then along the next eigenmode to form filaments, and finally along the last
eigenmode to collapse into clusters. If the primordial Gaussian velocity field was shear-less and irro-
tational, the velocity-gradient matrix will be isotropic, allowing spherical collapse as predicted by the
spherical model.

In Figure 6.22 we plot the eigenvalues-density dependence for a = 1. The top-left panel indicates
that stretching becomes stronger at higher density regions. The compressional component (bottom
plot) also grows as a function of density, with the dense cores of clusters experiencing the largest com-
pression. The middle eigenvalue does not present a clear correlation with density, but a rather symmet-
ric distribution between the two possible modes as shown also in its respective PDF (see Fig. 6.23).

6.11.3 Time evolution of the shear eigenvalues

For the case of a Gaussian random density fluctuation field, Doroshkevich (1970) studied the distribu-
tion function of the eigenvalues of the shear tensor. The distribution of the two independent eigenvalues
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(λ1&λ2) is given by,

P(λ1,λ2) =
27

4
√

2π
exp

[
− 15

2
(λ2

1+λ1λ2+λ
2
2)
]
× (λ1−λ2)(2λ1+λ2)(λ1+2λ2) ,

−∞ < λ2 < −(λ1+λ2) < λ1 <∞ .
(6.23)

This yields a probability of 8% that all eigenvalues are negative, while 92% of the matter has one or
more positive eigenvalues.

We have traced the evolution of the shear eigenvalues as a function of the expansion factor, which
in principle are linked to the matter structure evolution. It is therefore expected that the eigenvalues will
be smaller at early times and grow according to the collapse of density fluctuations at different times.
This can be better understood in Figure 6.23 which shows the time evolution of the PDF from the three
eigenvalues for three expansion factors. The eigenvalues have been computed from the smoothed ve-
locity shear at 2 h−1Mpc. For comparison purposes we have also plotted the eigenvalues distributions
computed according to the Zel’dovich formalism at the given times (gray lines), normalized with re-
spect to the maximum of the N−body PDFs. It it clear that the eigenvalue’s distributions extend toward
higher values at later times as a result of the evolution of the structure formation process. Since it has
been proved that the Zel’dovich approximation performs very well even beyond the linear regime, it is
not surprising that the two type of distributions for the three eigenvalues are very similar. These simi-
larities are stronger at earlier times where the approximation is still valid (top row). Both distributions
peak at the same value for the three eigenvalues, although the N−body dilation is somewhat larger than
the Zel’dovich. This is expected since the later is just a kinematic approximation which at first order is
correct. At later times, differences in the distributions become more pronounced as structures get into
the non-linear regime. The N−body eigenvalues indicate that there is more stretching than with the
Zel’dovich formalism as the result of the non-linear evolution of structures. On the other hand, both
N−body and Zel’dovich compressional modes are very similar to each other. Although, the compres-
sional contribution from the middle eigenvalue is relatively larger in comparison with the Zel’dovich
one.

6.11.4 The density-vorticity relation

According to the linear theory of gravitational instability (Peebles 1980), the large scale velocity field
is expected to be irrotational, ∇× v = 0. Any vorticity mode would have decayed away during the
linear growth of density fluctuations, and the only growing modes are curl-free. Based on Kelvin’s
circulation theorem, the flow remains vorticity free as long as it is laminar, i.e., with no orbit crossing
(Bertschinger & Dekel 1989; Dekel et al. 1990). This condition is expected to hold even in the weakly
non-linear regime (Bertschinger & Dekel 1989). Therefore, it is expected that vorticity is only present
around the non-linear features of the density field.

Figure 6.24 shows a zoom over the density and velocity field (image and vector field respectively)
of a galaxy cluster from the simulation. The gravitational pull onto the surrounding matter distribution
of such massive cluster can be recognized in its respective velocity field. At the top and bottom ends
of the cluster perturbations to the velocity field (infall motions) are presented as shear and vorticity.
Notice how the latter becomes stronger toward the cluster centre indicated by the circulation pattern.
The presence of vorticity in the velocity maps has to be ascribed to two effects. The first one is physical
and induced by the cluster. The second effect is that the vorticity is partly introduced by the method
itself since it cannot recover motions properly at high-density regions where the linear interpolation
breaks down. At this stage we cannot disentangle how much vorticity is physical and how much is due
to the method’s failure. From the “linearized” field (smoothed with RG = 5 h−1Mpc, right-hand panel)
we can notice that the vorticity around the cluster outskirts is real since it is still present. The vorticity
mode has diminished considerably, mainly at the center, but it is still present around the cluster, being
this a real effect.

As the collapse of structures is responsible for generating vorticity in the velocity field (orbit cross-
ing), it is expected then that vorticity grows as linear structures evolve toward the non-linear regime.
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Figure 6.23 — Velocity shear eigenvalues PDF computed at three different expansion factors. The bold lines
correspond to the eigenvalues computed from the N−body simulation (nl). The gray lines represent the eigen-
values computed from the Zel’dovich approximation (Zeld) at the given expansion factor. The left-hand column
shows the dilation (λ1), the central column the middle (λ2), and the right-hand column the compressional mode
(λ3).

Figure 6.25 shows the evolution of the density-vorticity relation as a function of the expansion time
a, where the vorticity (ω = (Σωi jωi j)1/2) has been expressed in terms of the Hubble parameter H(t) at
the given time. Both quantities have been smoothed with a Gaussian filter of 5 h−1Mpc to erase any
distortion introduced by DTFE. As expected, at very early times the vorticity is of the order of zero, but
almost similar to the shear. It starts to become noticeable when non-Gaussian features are present on
the field (z ≈ 4,a = 0.2), which reflects the behavior of the shear. In general, the vorticity is very small
at low density regions and grows almost linearly toward mild density regions (situation present at all
panels). At high-density regions, the point distribution spreads over a large range of vorticity values.
This becomes more noticeable at latter times. Comparing the shear and vorticity amplitudes (Figs. 6.19
and 6.25), it can be noticed than in general, the vorticity is much smaller than the shear along the whole
range of densities as expected. Figure 6.26 shows a contour plot of a point-to-point comparison be-
tween the velocity shear and vorticity computed at actual time (both quantities expressed in terms of
H0). In general, the vorticity is ≈ 3 times smaller than the velocity shear. Notice that both terms are
related almost linearly. This is not surprising since shear and vorticity are the symmetric-traceless and
antisymetric part of the velocity-gradient matrix respectively.

6.12 Conclusions

We have presented a method based on the Delaunay Tessellation Field Estimator algorithm [DTFE]
to reconstruct continuous volume-weighted and fully volume-covering peculiar velocity fields from
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Figure 6.24 — Zoom over a galaxy cluster’s density and velocity field (image and vector field respectively)
smoothed with a Gaussian filter of RG = 1 h−1Mpc (left panel) and RG = 5 h−1Mpc (right panel). Notice how
the velocity field is highly distorted by the mass distribution (left panel) introducing vorticity modes around the
density field. Such distortions are less pronounced at the linearized (right) panel, still some vorticity can be
noticed.

a discrete set of N−body peculiar velocities. The method does not make use of any pre-specified
smoothing kernel, which allows it to adapt to the geometry of the point distribution sampling the
velocity field, and therefore, to resolve velocity fields at both low and high density regions at once. The
method involves a scheme based on the Delaunay tessellation defined by the sampling point process,
and linear interpolation with Delaunay tetrahedra intervals.

Field value estimates from conventional grid-based methods are usually mass-weighted instead
of volume-weighted. Therefore, comparisons with theoretical predictions which refer to volume-
weighted quantities are difficult. These methods cannot resolve velocity fields at high-density regions
while keeping an acceptable velocity reconstruction at low density regions. The computation of high-
resolution reconstructed velocity fields with grid-based methods introduce spurious effects at regions
devoid of objects and in high-density ones that one cannot obtain reliable estimates. On the other hand,
if one wants to recover information at low density regions, low-resolution interpolations are needed at
the cost of smearing high-density regions.

The DTFE velocity reconstruction procedure does not suffer from these problems. The DTFE
method offers a higher spatial resolution than conventional methods at high density regions, while pre-
serving the velocity features of low density regions devoid of objects without suffering from shot-noise
effects. The velocity field at underdense regions are rendered as realistically slowly varying motions
due to the linear interpolation scheme of the method. This interpolation has proven to give correct
results in the sense that the void’s velocity profile resembles a super Hubble-like linear expansion as
predicted by analytical models. At high-density regions, the method traces with high resolution the
infalling velocity patterns towards and around these regions. At regions where shell crossing has oc-
curred, i.e., high-density regions such as cluster of galaxies, the interpolation is not completely valid.
Virial motions can not be properly recovered and the reconstructed velocity field is discontinuous.
However, a simple smoothing procedure helps to improve the field estimates.

We have shown that the DTFE velocity method is in general a very robust method. It does not
suffer from sparse sampling effects, provided that the sampled velocity field traces the underlying full
field. The reconstructed diluted samples are in good agreement with respect to the full sample.

In the case of Gaussian like velocity uncertainties, the comparison with respect to the true velocities
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Figure 6.25 — Time evolution of the density-vorticity relation. The cloud of points are given by densities and
vorticities computed with DTFE. We have expressed the vorticity in terms of the Hubble parameter H(t).
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Figure 6.26 — Contours of the
point-to-point comparison of the
DTFE velocity shear and vorticity
computed at present time (a = 1).
Both quantities have been expressed
in terms of the Hubble paramter H0

and convolved with a Gaussian kernel
of 5 h−1Mpc.

indicate that the reconstructed field does not contain any artificial bias introduced by coupling of the
method and the Gaussian errors.

Because the method makes use of the velocity-gradient matrix in order to compute the interpolated
velocity field, it is therefore straightforward to compute other velocity-related quantities such as the
velocity divergence, shear and vorticity.

Because DTFE reproduces the PDF of the velocity divergence, it is possible to probe the velocity
flows around voids, which define a sharply defined maximum in the PDF. Such sharp cutoff allowed
us to constraint a lower value for Ωm ≈ 0.21, which is in good agreement with the imposed value
in the N−body simulations of 0.3. The large dynamic range of the method allowed us to test our
estimates for the velocity divergence and density contrast with respect to the 2nd order perturbation
theory result of the density-velocity divergence relation. Once the grid imprint of the initial conditions
has disappeared the method recovers the density-velocity divergence relation rather well. A particular
promising application exploits DTFE’s ability to probe the density-velocity divergence relation into
advanced clustering situations. This would allow a reconstruction of the density field from peculiar
velocity measurements (e.g. POTENT like analisys).

We have found that the recovered shear and vorticity modes are also strongly dependent on the
density field. The velocity shear eigenvalues trace very well the density field. In particular, the com-
pressional mode is strongly related to the filamentary structure. Clusters of galaxies are identified as
regions with high shear measurements. By contrast, the large void regions present a lack of shear as ex-
pected. The vorticity mode is an indication of the method failure at high density regions. The method
also recovers physical vorticity since these regions are collapsing and therefore circular motions ap-
pear. At this moment, we are unable to disentangle both contributions (real vorticity and method’s
vorticity). However, the recovered vorticity at the cluster outskirts is for real, as revealed by smoothed
fields.

In conclusion, we have shown that the DTFE reconstruction scheme of the peculiar velocities
corresponding to a simulation of cosmic structure formation seems to provide a good qualitative and
quantitative description of the data under consideration. In particular, we have shown that the use of
DTFE enables a meticulously study of the dynamics of the cosmic foam, in which one has to deal
with structures of diverse densities and geometries at both small and large scales. Applying the DTFE
reconstruction procedure to the analysis of a data set of peculiar velocities will help us understand the
formation and evolution of the characteristic elements of the large scale structure of the universe.
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6.A Triangular Shaped Cloud [TSC]: description

The TSC is a quadratic scheme in which the particle value is distributed over all grid points within
a distance of at most one and a half grid cells. In this scheme, the value assignment function can be
expressed as the product of three functions of the one dimensional displacement of a particle from the
cell center

δx = x−n/M , (A6-1)

therefore,

W(x) =
3∏

i=1

w(xi) , (A6-2)

and where the one-dimensional weighting function is defined as follows (see Hockney & Eastwood
1988)

w(xi) =
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(A6-3)

With this definition the method produces smooth fields which could not be affected considerably
by shot noise effects depending on the size of the grid cells at the cost of low spatial resolution.
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